
There are three characteristics needed to qualify as a part of the animal kingdom. The first is 
that the organism must be multicellular. The second characteristic is that the organism depends 
on other organisms, directly or indirectly, for food. The final trait is that the organism must be 
motile, capable of locomotion. The ability and therefore the necessity to move. 
 
To move is to live. It’s the very essence of life. The actuality of potentiality. It’s exciting and 
attractive. 
 
North Cascades National Park, WA. 
 
It’s tough to discern whether my lungs or my legs burn more. My feet move across the packed 
earth and loose scree, dancing between the shade of the trees and the blistering heat of the 
sun. I’ve been moving for a handful of hours, my objective for the day slowly inching closer, 
growing larger in size. I breathe deeply, the fresh mountain air lighting up my lungs. I pick up the 
pace. 
 
A dark shape darts across the sky. My eyes whip away from the trail at my feet and towards the 
streaking object. It’s a reaction, a reflex hardwired into our survival instinct, but at the same time, 
I can’t help ponder our attraction to movement as I turn my attention back to my own. 
  
My life is devoted to motion. Sweet, satisfying motion. By nature, we need to move. We want to 
move. A large part of our identity and self-worth is derived from the motion we pursue.  
 
But sometimes, something asks us to pause. You have to stop. You should stop. You can’t stay 
in a constant state of motion. But, in my mind, these pauses were mere flecks on the timeline of 
life.  
 
This time, the pause was a little more than a fleck. This time it was my body, specifically my 
right knee, that brought my movements to a screeching halt. 
 
Six months and two knee surgeries later, I’m sitting, my right leg positioned atop a stack of 
pillows. Paused. The swelling gives my old scars a fresh, pinkish hue which stands in stark 
contrast to the three white bandages covering the new incisions. My crutches wait patiently 
against the wall. I really hate those things. 
 
My stomach is in knots. Early on, I believed that the surgeries would be a time to meditate on 
the role of movement in life. The escapism from the “real world”. However, I was quick to realize 
that it wasn’t escapism. It was an important aspect of my life and without it, well without it, I felt 
like a bicycle missing a wheel. 
 
I was too set on learning from the absence of movement, attempting to learn a lesson from the 
anti-movement. Negatives, though effective, can be quite a harsh teacher. 
 



It took me awhile, but eventually I turned to another teacher. One with a bit more positive 
teaching philosophy. Perhaps, if movement has played such a big role in my life, than surely its 
sibling has something to teach me. 
 
I looked to take my displaced time and energy into my writing. Reading. Work. Relationships. 
But anytime you take a displaced part of your soul and try put to force it into a different vessel it 
feels, well, displaced. Unsettled. 
 
I have to learn being in both. Equally and oxymoronically in movement and at rest. My mindset 
has long embraced a seasonal mindset, with emotions and experiences coming in like waves off 
a point break. One alternating to another and then back again. Each wave eventually giving way 
to the next one. 
 
For someone that loves dualism, it’s a little surprising that this lesson was such a shock to my 
system. Movement and rest are present at all times in my life. They share a symbiotic 
relationship, but you wouldn’t know it if you looked at how I approached the two. 
 
During seasons of movement, I would throw myself into whatever attracted my attention. A 
mountain. Turning over the pedals of my bike. A stretch of trails. A wild space. A boulder. 
 
Once, I had decided on the objective, I would ignore any and every warning sign. Work piling 
up. Strained finances and relationships. Warning signs from my body. I closed my eyes and 
rans furiously toward the object of my desire. Nothing else mattered. 
 
I had been forced to stop a few times, but never with a timeline like this. Six months doesn’t 
leave many mental hiding places. You have to confront the things that you keep under the rug. 
This is a recipe for discomfort. 
 
However, someone more skilled than myself at balancing motion and pausing has no hiding 
spots. The two almost become indistinct. I’ve seen this quality in a few people, but I’ve never 
been able to nail down what gave them such dynamic gravitas. Until now. 
 
However, seeing the problem is half the battle and as the season of crutches, braces, canes 
and hospitals comes to a close, I know it will be hard not to fall into the trap of escapism. 
Perhaps my newfound perspective will present me with wisdom. Or I may just move on. 
 
 
 
 


